Abstract. Szegő quadrature rules are discretization methods for approximating integrals of the form π −π f (e it )dµ(t). This paper presents a new class of discretization methods, which we refer to as anti-Szegő quadrature rules. AntiSzegő rules can be used to estimate the error in Szegő quadrature rules: under suitable conditions, pairs of associated Szegő and anti-Szegő quadrature rules provide upper and lower bounds for the value of the given integral. The construction of anti-Szegő quadrature rules is almost identical to that of Szegő quadrature rules in that pairs of associated Szegő and anti-Szegő rules differ only in the choice of a parameter of unit modulus. Several examples of Szegő and anti-Szegő quadrature rule pairs are presented.
Introduction
Let µ(t) be a distribution function, i.e., a real-valued, bounded, nondecreasing function, with infinitely many points of increase in the interval [−π, π] , and define the integral f (e it )g(e it )dµ(t),
where i := √ −1 and the bar denotes complex conjugation. The functions f and g are assumed to be sufficiently smooth so that the integrals (1.1) and (1.2) exist. Moreover, the moments , known as Szegő polynomials, that are orthogonal with respect to the inner product (1.2). Properties of Szegő polynomials are discussed by, e.g., Szegő [28] , Grenander and Szegő [16] , Freud [8] , and Geronimus [9] . Of particular importance is the fact that the monic Szegő polynomials satisfy recursion relations of the form see, e.g., [28] . The γ j in the literature are sometimes called Schur parameters or reflection coefficients. Algorithms for computing Szegő polynomials, such as the Levinson and Schur algorithms, are described in, e.g., [1, 11, 21] . Specifically, these algorithms determine the set of coefficients {γ j } n j=1 from the set of of moments {µ j } n j=0 for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Let ∆ j denote the determinant of M j . It follows from the recursion formulas of the Levinson algorithm that (1.7)
∆ j = δ j−1 δ j−2 · · · δ 0 , j = 1, 2, 3, . . . ;
see, e.g., Ammar and Gragg [1, Sections 2.1-2.2] for a proof. The positive definiteness of the moment matrices M j yields that all δ j are positive, and therefore, by (1.6),
and in particular (ψ n , ψ n ) = δ n . The following theorem given by Krein yields valuable information about the zeros of orthogonal polynomials. In this theorem, the moment matrices M k are only assumed to be invertible for 1 ≤ k ≤ n + 1 for some fixed n ≥ 1. Thus, the M k may be indefinite and the distribution function µ(t) in (1.2) is allowed to be nonmonotonic. In this situation (1.2) is a sesquilinear form rather than an inner product. This weaker requirement on the matrices M k suffices to guarantee the existence of a finite set of unique monic orthogonal polynomials {ψ j } n j=0 , where as usual ψ j is a polynomial of degree j. We note, however, that if some moment matrix M k is indefinite, then, in view of (1.6), there are recursion coefficients γ j of magnitude larger than unity. For proofs of the theorem, see, e.g., [6 An n-point Szegő quadrature rule is of the form
where Γ denotes the unit circle in C. The characterizing property of S
where the integral I is defined by (1.1) and Λ −(n−1),n−1 denotes the set of Laurent polynomials
of degree at most n − 1; see, e.g., [20] for details. The Laurent polynomial (1.11) with z = exp(it) can be expressed as a trigonometric polynomial T n−1 (t) of degree at most n − 1; i.e.,
where a j , b j ∈ C. With a slight abuse of notation, we write S
and I(L n−1 ) as
It follows from (1.10) that
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Gragg [11] and Jones et al. [20] show that the nodes λ (n) m of an n-point Szegő quadrature rule are the zeros of (1.15)ψ n (z) := zψ n−1 (z) + τ ψ * n−1 (z), where τ ∈ Γ is arbitrary but fixed. The corresponding weights are given by
where the l m are Lagrange polynomials defined by
In particular, the nodes and weights depend on the parameter τ , but (1.10) holds for all τ ∈ Γ.
We introduce the n × n matriceŝ
, where γ 0 := 1 and τ ∈ Γ. Gragg [11] showed that the zeroes of (1.15), i.e., the nodes λ The n × n unitary upper Hessenberg matrix (1.18) is determined by only n parameters: γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ n−1 , τ. Several algorithms for computing the spectral decomposition of H n (τ ) by manipulating these parameters, rather than the matrix entries, are available and can be used to determine the Szegő quadrature rule associated with (1.18); see [2, 3, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 26, 27] . Some of these algorithms do not require the computation of all components of the eigenvectors in order to determine the quadrature rule. Recent discussions on Szegő quadrature rules can be found in [4, 5, 17] .
Consider briefly the approximation of integrals of the form [10] for a discussion. Laurie [23] recently proposed that pairs of Gauss and associated anti-Gauss quadrature rules be evaluated in order to determine error estimates; the (n + 1)-point antiGauss rule yields an integration error of opposite sign as the n-point Gauss rule for all polynomials of degree at most 2n + 1. Under suitable conditions, pairs of Gauss and anti-Gauss rules yield upper and lower bounds for the integral (1.19) even when derivatives of the integrand change sign in the interval of integration.
It is the purpose of the present paper to define new quadrature rules for approximating the integral (1.1). These rules are analogous to the anti-Gauss rules introduced by Laurie [23] , and we therefore refer to them as anti-Szegő quadrature rules. Pairs of associated Szegő and anti-Szegő quadrature rules provide estimates of upper and lower bounds for the integral (1.1), and under suitable conditions on the integrand they provide upper and lower bounds. We remark that the technique advocated by Golub and Meurant [10] for computing upper and lower bounds for (1.19) generally is not applicable to integrals of the form (1.1).
Section 2 discusses the construction of a quadrature rule A
µ,τ , whose integration error is a negative multiple of the integration error obtained with the Szegő rule S (n) µ,τ for all Laurent polynomials of degree at most n; i.e., (1.20)
for some positive constant c. Note that (1.10) yields
The relation (1.20) can also be expressed as
Equation (1.22) expresses the quadrature error of S (n)
µ,τ (p) in the left-hand side as a linear combination of computable quantities in the right-hand side for p ∈ Λ −n,n , and suggests that the right-hand side may yield a useful estimate of the quadrature error also for integrands not in Λ −n,n . Analogously, equation (1.23) suggests that the right-hand side may furnish a better approximation of I(p) than S (n) µ,τ (p) also for integrands p not in Λ −n,n ; see Section 4 for further discussions of (1.22) and (1.23).
We show that for c in a certain range, the quadrature rule A (n)
µ,τ has either n or n + 1 nodes on the unit circle with positive weights. Furthermore, there always exists a constant c such that the associated quadrature rule A (n) µ,τ is an npoint rule. We shall call such n-point quadrature rules anti-Szegő quadrature rules. The special case when c = 1 in (1.20) is discussed in Section 3. Applications of and computations with anti-Szegő quadrature rules are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks can be found in Section 5.
The construction of anti-Szegő quadrature rules is almost identical to the construction of Szegő quadrature rules. In particular, the parameter of unit length for the anti-Szegő quadrature rule is determined by the parameter τ of unit length for the Szegő quadrature rule and by the coefficient c in (1.20) . The case when c = 1 therefore sheds light on the roles of the parameters τ in Szegő rules and the corresponding parameter in anti-Szegő rules.
Construction of
In this section we let τ ∈ Γ be fixed, and we denote the nodes and the weights of S (n) µ,τ by λ m and ω m , m = 1, 2, . . . , n, respectively. It follows from (1.20 
where c is a positive constant. Comparing (2.1) and (1.10) suggests that we consider A 
for the monic orthogonal polynomials φ j , j = 0, 1, . . . , n, with respect to the sesquilinear form (2.3). Thus, the φ j satisfy (φ j , φ k )Ĩ = 0 for j = k. Analogously to (1.5) and (1.6), we havẽ
and similarly as in Section 1,
The following relations will be applied below:
The polynomialψ n , given by (1.15), can be written in the form
Hence, the moments associated withĨ can be expressed as
From this relation of the moments m −j and µ −j one can deduce, e.g., by using the recursion relations (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6), or even more straightforwardly by using the recursion relations of the Levinson or Schur algorithms, that (2.8)γ j = γ j ,δ j = δ j , and φ j = ψ j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
We turn to the computation of the coefficientsγ n andδ n , and obtaiñ
Using (2.7) yields
The last equality follows from the definition of γ n and the fact that 
In particular, φ n (z) = zψ n−1 (z) +γ n ψ * n−1 (z).
Anti-Szegő quadrature rules
Introduce the moment matrices
associated with the linear functionalĨ and let∆ l denote the determinant ofM l . Analogously to (1.7),
It follows from (2.8) thatδ j > 0 and |γ j | < 1 for 1 ≤ j < n, and therefore∆ j > 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Thus,∆ n+1 > 0 is equivalent toδ n > 0, and in view of (2.5) the latter inequality is equivalent to |γ n | < 1. Moreover,∆ n+1 = 0 is equivalent to |γ n | = 1 andδ n = 0. If∆
then, following Jones et al. [20] , we say thatĨ is positive n-definite, and we refer to {φ j } n j=0 as a sequence of Szegő polynomials with respect to the positive n-definite linear functionalĨ. In this situation, the sesquilinear form (·, ·)Ĩ is an inner product on Λ −(n−1),n−1 , and it follows from (2.6) that
In the following lemmaĨ denotes an arbitrary positive n-definite linear functional. In particular, the result holds for the linear functional defined by (2.2) when the associated recursion coefficientγ n , given by (2.9), is of unit modulus. 
n , which we refer to as weights, such that
i.e., the right-hand side is a quadrature rule forĨ, and it is exact for all L n ∈ Λ −n,n .
We note that the property of the zerosλ (n) j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, to all be of unit modulus under the conditions of the above lemma follows from Theorem 1.1.
Assume that the linear functionalĨ, defined by (2.2), is positive n-definite; i.e., the associated nth recursion coefficient, given by (2.9), satisfies |γ n | = 1. Then the n-point Szegő quadrature rule (3.2) for approximatingĨ is exact for a larger class of Laurent polynomials than the n-point Szegő rule (1.9) for approximating the integral (1.1) (cf. (1.10) ). The following theorem shows the importance of the recursion coefficientγ n . Proof. We first consider the case when |γ n | < 1. Then∆ l > 0 for l = 1, 2, . . . , n+1, and it follows that {φ j } n j=0 is the finite sequence of monic Szegő polynomials with respect toĨ. In particular, there are (n+1)-point Szegő quadrature rules determined by the recursion coefficients γ 1 , . . . , γ n−1 ,γ n and by an arbitrary parameter ρ ∈ Γ. These rules are exact for all p ∈ Λ −n,n . Let A 
. . , δ n−1 ,δ n ] and γ 0 := 1; cf. the discussion in Section 1 related to the matrix H n (τ ) defined by (1.18). The weights are positive and the nodes lie on the unit circle. Note that the matricesH n+1 (ρ) and H n (τ ) have the same (n − 1) × (n − 1) leading principal submatrix. We turn to the case when |γ n | = 1. NowĨ is a positive n-definite linear functional, and Lemma 3.1 shows the existence of an n-point quadrature rule whose nodes are the zeros of φ n and whose weights are positive. We denote this rule by A (n) µ,τ , and note that, in view of Lemma 3.1, A (n) µ,τ is exact for all p ∈ Λ −n,n . Since the nth coefficientγ n is of unit modulus, the associated n × n upper Hessenberg matrix H n (γ n ), defined by (1.18) with τ :=γ n is unitary. In particular, the nodes determined by H n (γ n ) lie on the unit circle and the corresponding weights are positive.
We remark that if |γ n | > 1, then∆ n+1 < 0, and by Theorem 1.1 all zeros of φ n are outside the unit circle. Further properties of polynomials orthogonal with respect to an indefinite sesquilinear form are discussed by Landau [22] .
We turn to the choice of coefficient c > 0 in (1.20) and (2.2). It is convenient to write the expression (2.9) forγ n in the form (3.3)γ n = γ n + c(γ n − τ ). Proof. Consider the function
Corollary 3.3. For every τ ∈ Γ, there is a unique positive constant c, given by
and recall that |γ n | < 1. Clearly, lim x→0 F (x) = |γ n | 2 and lim x→∞ F (x) = ∞. By continuity of F , there is a constant c > 0, such that F (c) = 1. The unicity of this constant follows from the fact that F (x) is a parabola, and straightforward computation yields the value (3.4). Finally, the existence of the quadrature rule A (n) µ,τ with the specified properties is a consequence of Theorem 3.2.
We refer to the n-point quadrature rule A , by (3.3),γ n = −cτ , and, by (3.4) , c = 1. It follows thatγ n = −τ . For any τ ∈ Γ, the n-point Szegő and anti-Szegő quadrature rules are determined by the n × n unitary upper Hessenberg matrices H n (τ ) and H n (−τ ), respectively (cf. (1.18) ). The nodes for the n-point Szegő rule are the zeros ofψ n (z) = z n + τ (cf. (1.15) ), and the nodes for the associated anti-Szegő rule are the zeros of φ n (z) = z n − τ . Thus, the nodes and weights for the n-point Szegő rule are given by
where −τ = exp(iθ), and the nodes and weights for the associated anti-Szegő rule are
Example 3.2. The monic Szegő polynomials associated with the measure dµ(t) = 2 sin 2 (t/2)dt are given by
with recursion coefficients γ j = ψ j (0) = 1/(j + 1); see Bultheel et al. [4] . Let τ ∈ Γ and consider n-point Szegő and anti-Szegő rules. Equations (3.3) and (3.4) yield
For instance, τ = 1 gives c = 1 + 2/n andγ n = −1, and the desired Szegő and antiSzegő quadrature rules are determined by the n × n unitary Hessenberg matrices H n (1) and H n (−1), respectively (cf. (1.18) ). Similarly, τ = −1 yields c = n/(n +2) andγ n = 1. The associated n-point Szegő and anti-Szegő rules are determined by the matrices H n (−1) and H n (1), respectively.
The parameter τ can be chosen arbitrarily on Γ. The choice
has received attention because the unitary upper Hessenberg matrix H n (τ ) obtained for this value of τ is a closest unitary matrix, in any unitarily invariant norm, to the upper Hessenberg matrix H n (γ n ); see, e.g., [25] for a proof. The following theorem discusses Szegő and anti-Szegő quadrature rules obtained for τ given by (3.7).
Theorem 3.4. Let the parameter τ be defined by (3.7)
. Then the pair of matrices H n (τ ) and H n (−τ ) determine the n-point Szegő and associated anti-Szegő quadrature rules, respectively.
Proof. Let γ n = 0. Then τ = 1 and, by (3.4), c = 1. It follows from (3.3) that γ n = −1. Therefore, the pair of matrices H n (1) and H n (−1) determine the n-point Szegő and associated anti-Szegő quadrature rules. We turn to the case γ n = 0. Equations (3.4) and (3.7) yield
and it follows from (3.3) thatγ
Thus, the pair of matrices H n (γ n /|γ n |) and H n (−γ n /|γ n |) determine associated n-point Szegő and anti-Szegő quadrature rules.
In Laurie's discussion of anti-Gauss quadrature rules [23] , the coefficient c in his analogue of equation ( Proof. We remark that the choice ofγ n corresponds to c = 1 in (2.9). Since |γ n | < 1, the set W := {w ∈ Γ : |2γ n − w| = 1} is not empty. In particular, γ n = 0 yields W = { 
Thus, the nodes and weights of the n-point Szegő and associated anti-Szegő quadrature rules are determined by H n (τ ) and H n (τ ), respectively.
Applications of anti-Szegő quadrature rules
An important application of Szegő and anti-Szegő quadrature rules is the approximation of integrals with periodic integrands. Let T be a 2π-periodic function. Analogously to (1.12) and (1.13), we define
We may assume that T (t) is real-valued; otherwise, we integrate the real and imaginary parts separately.
There is a sequence of orthogonal trigonometric polynomials P 0,0 , P 1,0 , P 1,1 , P 2,1 , P 2,2 , . . . with respect to the inner product
Here P r,s denotes a trigonometric polynomial of degree r; i.e., P 0,0 (t) = 1,
(s j sin(jt) +c j cos(jt)),
for certain coefficientss j ,c j , s j ,ŝ j , andĉ j ; see, e.g., [7, 24] for details. Assume that T (t) can be expressed as
where the coefficients α j , β j ∈ R converge sufficiently rapidly to zero to allow termwise integration and P 0,−1 (t) := 0. The orthogonality of the P r,s yields I(P 0,0 ) = 1 and I(P r,s ) = 0 for all r, s > 0. It follows that I(T ) = β 0 . We obtain from (1.14) that S 
Assume that the coefficients α j and β j converge so rapidly to zero with increasing index that the leading terms in (4.4) and (4.5) dominate the integration errors, i.e.,
where ≈ stands for "approximately equal to". In this situation, the errors E (n) (T ) andẼ (n) (T ) are of opposite sign; i.e., the computed approximations S (n) µ,τ (T ) and (n) (T ) for the n-point Szegő rule, error E (n) (T ) for the n-point anti-Szegő rule, and error E (n) (T ) for the associated average rule for the integrand T (t) := ln(1 + cos(t) + sin 2 (t/2)) and three values of n. I(T ) = 0.37645281291920.
Note that the expressions (4.6) and (4.7) are consistent with (1.20); i.e., they show thatẼ
for all trigonometric polynomials T n of degree at most n. Consider the estimate
of the integration error E (n) (cf. (1.22) ). It follows from (4.6) and (4.7) that
In particular,Ê (n) (T n ) = E (n) (T n ) for every trigonometric polynomial T n of degree at most n.
Equation ( 
Thus, L (n) (T n ) = I(T n ) for all trigonometric polynomials T n of degree at most n. The following computed example illustrates that the average rule L (n) may yield higher accuracy than the associated Szegő and anti-Szegő quadrature rules. We tabulate the integration error E (n) (T ) := (I − L (n) )(T ). Table 4 .2 shows the performance of Szegő and anti-Szegő rules, as well as of the average rule (4.9), for r = 1/2 and τ = 1. The errors (4.6) and (4.7) can be seen to be of about the same magnitude and of opposite sign. Note that S (n) µ,τ (T ) is larger Table 4 .2. This is a description of Example 4.2. Error E (n) (T ) and error estimateÊ (n) (T ) for the n-point Szegő rule, error E (n) (T ) for the n-point anti-Szegő rule, and error E (n) (T ) for the associated average rule for the integrand T (t) := We conclude with some comments on the computation of the exact value of I(T ). For functions u(z) which are harmonic in the unit disk, we have 1 2π Since T (t) = log |e it + 2|, we define u(z) = log |z + 2|. Then, for r = 1/2, we obtain that I(T ) = u( 
Conclusions
This paper presents and analyzes anti-Szegő rules, a new type of quadrature rule for Laurent and trigonometric polynomials. When used together with Szegő rules, they furnish error estimates for the latter. Moreover, they can be used to define the average rule (4.9) which often yields higher accuracy than the corresponding Szegő and anti-Szegő rules.
